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conversion tables should be selected is written into an

occupied area within a cell. In a switch circuit, the selection
information is read and one routing table is selected out of
the above described two or more routing tables on the basis
of the selection information thus read, and cell routing is
thus performed based on information in the selected routing
table. Further, in an output interface circuit, selection infor
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INPUT INTERFACE UN

ABSTRACT

A cell routing method and apparatus in an ATM processing
apparatus. The ATM processing apparatus has two or more
routing tables associated with address filters of an ATM
switch to store routing information for indicating the desti
nation of cell output, and two or more conversion tables
associated with VPI conversion circuits for replacing VPI
(Virtual Path Identifier) or VCI conversion circuits for
replacing VCI (Virtual Channel Identifier) to store informa
tion for indicating the VPI or VCI obtained after conversion.
In an input interface circuit, selection information indicating
which routing table and conversion table out of the above
described two or more routing tables and two or more
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contain table selection data. For example, in the stage
succeeding a cell buffer (i.e., cell storage unit), selection
information (active table selection) of the routing table and
the conversion table is written into an unoccupied area
within the cell. Or the selection information may be added

ROUTING METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
SWITCHING BETWEEN ROUTING AND
CONVERSION TABLES BASED ON
SELECTION INFORMATION INCLUDED IN
CELLS TO BE ROUTED

to the cell.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an ATM (Asynchronous
Transfer Mode) transmission apparatus and its exchange,
and in particular to a cell routing method and apparatus. The
ATM described in the present application conforms to

10

(active table selection) stored in the cell is read, and VPI

conversion or VCI conversion is performed on the basis of

CCITT Recommendation I. 361.

In a duplex system established at the present time as a
fault tolerance technique, routine table rewriting is per
formed by preparing two routing tables, i.e., an active
routing table and a stand-by routing table and by switching
the active table over to the stand-by table in response to a

signal fed from a control unit.
In routing table rewriting in an ATM switch, a VPI
(Virtual Path Identifier) conversion table or a VCI (Virtual
Channel Identifier) conversion table must also be rewritten.

However, it is practically impossible to simultaneously
execute information rewriting upon these two tables. There
fore, there is a possibility that cell routing is performed
transitionally while tables before and after the rewriting are
mixedly present. That is to say, individual cells are stored in
cell buffers dispersedly disposed in various locations and
those cells are outputted to succeeding stages after time
delays. Therefore, it is impossible to execute the table
selection switching throughout the apparatus by means of
external control as in the prior art. Because time delays are
typically statistical, and hence cell routing may be con

information of the active table.
15

The control unit selects one routing table and one con
20

25

30

the input side to provide the cell itself with table selection
function and by making, in an ATM switch, the selection of
routing tables coincident with routing requests of individual

tables to the switch circuit and the output interface circuit,
and writes new information into the stand-by routing table
and stand-by conversion table. The control unit then sends a
directive for selecting the stand-by routing table and the
stand-by conversion table to the input interface circuit. In the
input interface circuit, a cell is so modified in the stage
succeeding the cell buffer that the cell may contain table
selection information. For example, table selection informa
tion (stand-by table selection) is written into an unoccupied
In the switch circuit, the table selection information

35
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selection information on individual cells at the interface of

described two or more routing tables and two or more
conversion tables, and defines them as stand-by tables. The
control unit then sends directives for rewriting stand-by

area within the cell.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, an object of the present invention is to
perform switching of routing tables and a VPI conversion
table or a VCI conversion table without causing interruption
and without performing cell routing in a state of noncoin
cidence between contents of a referred table and routing
requests of individual cells.
The above described object is attained by placing table

Processing performed when the routing table information
and the conversion table information are altered will now be
described.
version table other than the active tables out of the above

ducted in a state of noncoincidence between contents of a

referred table and routing requests of individual cells. Since
such a phenomenon results in transmission of unnecessary
cells onto unexpected highways, it is desired to prevent such
a phenomenon from the viewpoint of transmission quality
improvement.

In a switch circuit, table selection information (active
table selection) within the cell is read, and routing is
performed on the basis of the information of the active table.
In an output interface circuit, table selection information

45
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(stand-by table selection) stored in the cell is read, and
routing is performed on the basis of the information of the
stand-by table.
In the output interface circuit, table selection information
(stand-by table selection) stored in the cell is read, and VPI
conversion or VCI conversion is performed on the basis of
information of the stand-by table.
By the procedure heretofore described, the routing table
and the conversion table are updated without causing inter
ruption.
That is to say, by preparing two or more tables and
rewriting the stand-by table while a certain table is being
used as the active table, the problem of time difference of
information rewriting is eliminated. Further, by storing table
selection information within a cell, tables to be referred to
can be administered for each cell, and noncoincidence
between the routing information stored in the reference table
and the routing request of an individual cell can be pre
vented.

cells.

In accordance with one aspect of the present invention for
achieving the above described object, there are provided two
or more routing tables relating to or associated with the

55

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the configuration of an ATM
processing apparatus which is an embodiment of the present

address filter (hereafter referred to as AF) of the ATM switch

and there are provided two or more conversion tables
relating to or associated with the VPI conversion circuit or
VCI conversion circuit. Typically, one routing table and one
conversion table are selected out of the above described two
or more routing tables and two or more conversion tables,
and they are defined as active tables. A control unit sends a
directive for selecting the active tables to input interface
circuits. In each of the input interface circuits, a cell is
modified in response to the directive so that the cell may

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

invention; and
60

FIG.2 is a diagram showing a cell format used in the ATM
processing apparatus of FIG. 1.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODEMENT

65

An embodiment of an ATM processing apparatus accord
ing to the present invention will now be described by
referring to FIGS. 1 and 2.

5,473,598
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With reference to FIG. 1, the ATM processing apparatus
comprises cell synchronizing units 1-1 and 1-2 for per
forming synchronization with respect to inputted incoming
cells, cell storage units 2-1 and 2-2, information adding
units 3-1 and 3-2 for writing table selection information of
the routing table and the VPI conversion table and routing
information indicating the destination of cell output (i.e.,
output of an ATM switch) into the cell, address filters
(hereafter referred to as AF) 4-1 and 4-2 for indicating the
output destination of the incoming cells transmitted from
input highways 10-1 and 10-2, routing tables 5-1, 5-2, 5-3
and 5-4 each storing different routing information referred to

by the address filters, wherein the routing information stored
in the routing table 5-1 does not always coincide with the
routing information stored in the routing table 5-2 and, the
routing information stored in the routing table 5-3 does not
always coincide with the routing information stored in the
routing table 5-4 an ATM switch 6 for switching cells
inputted to input ports, VPI conversion units 7-1 and 7-2 for
performing VPI conversion upon inputted cells, VPI con
version tables 8-1, 8-2, 8-3 and 8-4 each storing different

4
the cell, selects the active table on the basis of the selection

information thus read, and performs WPI conversion on the
basis of information stored in the active tables 8-1 and 8-3.

Processing performed when the routing table information
and the VPI conversion table are altered will now be
described.
When the control unit 9 has received the table alteration
O

the control unit 9 selects one routing table and one VPI

conversion table other than the active tables out of the above

described two routing tables and two VPI conversion tables,
and defines them as stand-by tables. In FIG. 1, the routing
15

WPI conversion table to the switch units 21-1 and 21-2 and
20

25

from the control unit 9 to the VPI conversion tables 8-1, 8-2,

8-3 and 8-4 and the routing tables 5-1, 5-2, 5-3 and 5-4.
The cell format used in the present embodiment will now
be described by referring to FIG. 2. As shown in FIG. 2, a
cell comprises a portion for storing table selection informa
tion, a routing information portion for indicating the desti
nation of cell output (i.e., an output port of the ATM switch),
a portion for indicating a VPI, and a portion for the rest.
Referring back to FIG. 1, operation of the present embodi
ment will now be described. The apparatus of the present
embodiment has two routing tables relating to or associated

30
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and two WPI conversion tables, and the selected tables are

40

45

defined as active tables. Referring to FIG. 1, the routing
tables S-1 and 5-3 and the VPI conversion tables 8-1 and 8-3
serve as active tables. The control unit 9 sends a directive for

selecting the active tables to input interface units 20-1 and
20-2. In each of information adding units 3-1 and 3-2
respectively succeeding the cell storage units 2-1 and 2-2
respectively included in the input interface units 20-1 and
20-2, table selection information (active table selection) of
the routing table and the VPI conversion table is written into
an area so disposed within a cell as to store table selection
information. Or the table selection information may be

50
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conversion units 7-1 and 7-2 reads table selection informa

tion (active table selection) contained in the cell or added to

8-4.

By the procedure heretofore described, the routing table
and the conversion table are updated without causing inter
ruption.
In case of the above described embodiment, only the WPI
conversion has been handled. However, the case of the VCI
conversion can also be handled in the same way. In that case,

tables 8-1, 8-2, 8-3 and 8-4 of FIG. 1 must be replaced by
the VCI conversion units and VCI conversion tables, respec
tively. Further, the VP field of the cell shown in FIG. 2 is
replaced by a VCI field.
In FIG. 1, the switch unit is so configured as to have only
a single stage. As occasion demands, however, the switch
unit may have a plurality of stages.
Owing to the present invention, it thus becomes possible
to perform switching of routing tables and conversion tables
without causing interruption and without performing cell
routing in a state of noncoincidence between the referred
table and routing requests of the cell.
We claim:

active table on the basis of the selection information thus
read. On the basis of information stored in the active tables

5-1 and 5-3, the ATM switch 6 performs routing.
In outpost interface units 22-1 and 22-2, each of the VPI

information (stand-by table selection) contained in the cell
or added to the cell, and performs VPI conversion on the
basis of information stored in the stand-by tables 8-2 and

the VPI conversion units 7-1 and 7-2 and the VPI conversion

added to the cell.

In switch units 21-1 and 2-2, each of the AF 4-1 and 4-2
reads table selection information (active table selection)
contained in the cell or added to the cell, and selects the

information may be added to the cell.
In the switch units 21-1 and 21-2, each of the AF 4-1 and
4-2 reads table selection information (stand-by table selec
tion) contained in the cell or added to the cell. On the basis
of information stored in the stand-by tables 5-2 and 5-4, the
ATM switch 6 performs routing.
In the output interface units 22-1 and 22-2, each of the
VPI conversion units 7-1 and 7-2 reads table selection

with the AF of the ATM switch and two conversion tables

relating to or associated with the VPI conversion circuit.
Typically, one routing table and one VPI conversion table
are selected out of the above described two routing tables

the output interface units 22-1 and 22-2 to write new
information (update information). The control unit 9 then
sends the directive signal 13 for selecting the stand-by
routing table and VPI conversion table to the input interface
units 20-1 and 20-2. In the information adding units 3-1 and
3-2 respectively succeeding the cell storage units 2-1 and
2-2 respectively included in the input interface units 20-1
and 20-2, table selection information (stand-by table selec
tion) is written into an area so disposed within the cell as to
store the table selection information. Or the table selection

3-1 and 3-2. Numeral 14 denotes a conversion table rewrit

ing instruction signal and update information transmitted

tables 5-2 and 5-4 and the VPI conversion tables 8-2 and 8-4

are defined as stand-by tables. The control unit 9 then sends
the rewriting instruction 14 of stand-by routing table and

WPI conversion information, and a control unit 9. Numerals

11-1 and 11-2 denote output highways for transmitting
outgoing cells going out of an output interface. Numeral 12
denotes a table alteration instruction outputted from an
operator or a control unit, which is not illustrated, to the
control unit 9. Numeral 13 denotes a directive signal trans
mitted from the control unit 9 to the information adding units

instruction 12 for altering the transmission path of the cell
from the operator or the control unit which is not illustrated,
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1. A routing method for use in an ATM processing
apparatus having a plurality of routing tables each storing
routing data for indicating an output port of an ATM switch
which transmits an incoming cell and a plurality of conver
sion tables each storing a virtual path identifier or a virtual
channel identifier which is written into said incoming cell

5,473,598
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after said incoming cell has been routed, said routing method
comprising the steps of:
modifying said incoming cell so that said incoming cell
comprises selection data specifying one routing table to
be selected out of said plurality of routing tables and
one conversion table to be selected out of said plurality

6
routing said cell by using said ATM switch on the basis of
said selected routing table.
8. A routing method according to claim 7, wherein said
modifying step comprises the step of:
writing said selection data into an unoccupied area within
said incoming cell.

of conversion tables;

detecting said selection data when said modified cell has
arrived at an address filter;

selecting the routing table specified by said detected
selection data out of said plurality of routing tables;
routing said modified cell by using said ATM switch on
the basis of said selected routing table;
when said routed cell has arrived at a virtual path iden

10

15

tifier converter or a virtual channel identifier converter,

detecting said selection data out of said routed cell

table; and
20

and

rewriting a virtual path identifier or virtual channel iden
tifier stored in said routed cell so as to replace the
virtual path identifier or the virtual channel identifierby
a virtual path identifier or virtual channel identifier

25

stored in said selected conversion table.

2. A routing method according to claim 1, wherein said
modifying step comprises the step of
writing said selection data into an unoccupied area within
said incoming cell.

30

3. A routing method according to claim 1, wherein said

modifying step comprises the step of:
adding said selection data to said incoming cell.
4. A routing method according to claim 1, further com
prising, in case said selected routing table and conversion
table are to be altered, the steps of:
selecting one routing table and one conversion table other
than the currently selected routing table and conversion
table out of said plurality of routing tables and said
plurality of conversion tables;
writing new information into said selected one routing
table and one conversion table, respectively; and
modifying said incoming cell so that said incoming cell
comprises selection data indicating selection of said
one routing table and one conversion table.
5. A routing method according to claim 4, wherein said
modifying step comprises the step of:
writing said selection data into an unoccupied area within
said incoming cell.
6. A routing method according to claim 4, wherein said
modifying step comprises the step of:
adding said selection data to said incoming cell.
7. A routing method for use in an ATM processing
apparatus having a plurality of routing tables each storing
routing data for indicating an output port of an ATM switch
which transmits an incoming cell, said routing method
comprising the steps of:
modifying said incoming cell so that said incoming cell
comprises selection data specifying one routing table to
be selected out of said plurality of routing tables;
detecting said selection data when said modified cell has
arrived at an address filter;

selecting a routing table specified by said detected selec
tion data out of said plurality of routing tables; and

tables;

writing new information into said selected one routing

which has arrived;

selecting the conversion table specified by said detected
selection data out of said plurality of conversion tables;

9. A routing method according to claim 7, wherein said
modifying step comprises the step of:
adding said selection data to said incoming cell.
10. A routing method according to claim 7, further com
prising, in case said selected routing table is to be altered, the
steps of:
selecting one routing table other than the currently
selected routing table out of said plurality of routing
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modifying said incoming cell so that said incoming cell
comprises selection data indicating selection of said
one routing table.
11. Arouting method according to claim 10, wherein said
modifying step comprises the step of:
writing said selection data into an unoccupied area within
said incoming cell.
12. Arouting method according to claim 10, wherein said
modifying step comprises the step of:
adding said selection data to said incoming cell.

13. An ATM processing apparatus comprising:
an input interface unit having a plurality of inputs to be
connected to a plurality of input highways and having
a plurality of outputs;
a switch unit including an ATM switch, said ATM switch
having a plurality of input ports and a plurality of
output ports, said input ports being connected to said
outputs of said input interface unit;
an output interface unit having a plurality of inputs
connected to said output ports of said ATM switch and
having a plurality of outputs to be connected to a
plurality of output highways;
a control unit connected to said input interface unit, and
said output interface unit;
a plurality of address filters respectively connected
between said outputs of said input interface unit and the
input ports of said ATM switch, said address filters each
selecting routing data indicating an output port of said
ATM switch which transmits an incoming cell fed from
said input interface unit;

a plurality of routing tables connected to the address
filters, said routing tables storing respectively different
routing data;
each of said address filters including means for detecting
table selection data contained in said incoming cell and
for selecting one routing table out of said plurality of
routing tables on the basis of table selection data thus
detected, said ATM switch routing said incoming cell
on the basis of routing data stored in said selected
routing table;
said output interface unit including a plurality of conver
sion means respectively connected between said output
ports of said ATM switch and said output highways,
said conversion means selecting data for specifying a
virtual path identifier or a virtual channel identifier of
an outgoing cell fed from an associated output port and
writing the specified identifier into said outgoing cell;

5,473,598
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connected to one of a plurality of input highways and
a plurality of output ports;
a plurality of address filters respectively connected to said
plurality of input ports, each of said plurality of address
filters selecting routing data indicating an output port
for transmitting an incoming cell inputted to an asso
ciated input port;

7
a plurality of conversion tables connected to conversion
means, said conversion tables storing respectively dif
ferent virtual path identifier data or virtual channel
identifier data;

each of said conversion means including means for
detecting said table selection data contained in an
outgoing cell fed from an associated output port and for
selecting one conversion table out of said plurality of

a plurality of routing tables connected to each of the

conversion tables on the basis of the table selection data

thus detected, each of said conversion means writing
the virtual path identifier or virtual channel identifier
stored in the selected conversion table into said outgo
ing cell; and
said input interface unit including means responsive to
said control means, for modifying an incoming cell fed
from each input highway so that said incoming cell

10

data;

15

a plurality of adding circuits, each connected to one of
said input highways, for adding to each incoming cell
input to an associated input highway table selection
data which indicates which one of the routing tables
connected to an associated address filter is to be

selected; and

contains said table selection data.

14. An ATM processing apparatus according to claim 13,
wherein said incoming cell modifying means comprises
means for writing said table selection data into an unoccu
pied area within said incoming cell.
15. An ATM processing apparatus according to claim 13,
wherein said modifying means comprises means for adding
said table selection data to said incoming cell.
16. An ATM processing apparatus comprising:
an ATM switch having a plurality of input ports each

address filters, said routing tables storing said routing

each of said address filters including means for detecting
20

25

table selection data contained in an associated incom

ing cell and for selecting one routing table out of said
plurality of routing tables on the basis of said detected
table selection data, said ATM switch routing said
incoming cell on the basis of routing information stored
in said selected routing table.
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